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EDITORIAL DEPARTMENT NOTE
Cost accountants have long recognized the importance of fixed
costs, volume, and productive capacity in the calculation of
anticipated and attainable profits, but seldom has the relationship
between these factors been more clearly portrayed than in the
article in this issue of the Bulletin. The author has titled his
article "The Managerial Aspect of Controls" because he feels
that the tools here described show how the cost accountant can
utilize the data which he has available in solving the intangible
problems of modern business and thus demonstrate his right
to "sit at the side of management."
The author of this article is S. A. Peck, Vice President of
The Trundle Engineering Co, of Cleveland. Graduating from
Purdue University in 1914 with the B.S. degree in Mechanical
Engineering, Mr. Peck became connected with the Diamond
Chain & Mfg. Co. as Factory Cost Accountant, later becoming
Factory Manager. This connection was interrupted from 1917
to 1919, during the War, when he served overseas as Captain
of the 150th Field Artillery, but continued upon Mr. Peck's
return from abroad, until 1922. During the next seven years
he served as Time Study Chief, Purchasing Agent, Production
Engineer and Production Manager with the Real Silk Hosiery
Mills, the Van Dorn Iron Works, and the Columbus Handle &
Tool Co. In 1929, Mr. Peck joined The Trundle Engineering
Co., where he now holds the position of Vice President. In
addition to membership in N. A. C. A., he is a member of the
American Management Association and the Society for the
Advancement of Management. The present article was delivered as an address before the Buffalo Chapter last September.
COPYRIGHTED BYTHE
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TH E M ANAG E RIAL ASPE CT O F CO NT RO LS
By S. A. Peck, Vice President,
The Trundle Engineering Co., Cleveland, Ohio
E HE AR a great deal nowadays about controls— business
control, crop control, government control, social control —in
spite of the fact that the subject has a perennial aspect and dates
back to the earliest years of the present century in the business
picture of the United States.
Many of the earlier attempts at organized control, no matter
what field of human endeavor they attempted to cover, were
futile, some were merely amusing, but others laid the foundation
for present -day systems. However, we are only concerned with
the modern concept of control, interesting though the older attempts may have been in endeavoring to regiment our social,
political, and business economy.
In many respects the current patterns of control present such a
new aspect to the human mind, such a complete break away from
tradition, that it is difficult to appreciate how closely they do fit
into the needs of our present economy. Unfortunately for the
serious consideration of control, the large scale efforts of governments (both here and abroad) to establish social and political controls have overshadowed the effort of business to modernize and
consolidate its own internal controls. The end result frequently
obtained from such governmental attempts to establish financial,
social, and political Utopias has been to inject into the lay and
business mind an unfavorable attitude toward all controls.
But controls are important, particularly in this age of rapid
transportation and instant, universal communication, both of
which give events an immediate repercussion on the mental reactions of the public. Stephen Leacock has said that Americans, due
to the two factors just mentioned, have mental room for only one
idea at a time, and that everyone gets the same idea at the same
time.
The effects are immediate on our social and business well- being,
and too often are extreme. For this reason, the subject of control
takes on a significance that should not be minimized, if corrective
influences are to be set in motion and the ship of state and, if you
please, the barque of business, are to follow their charted courses.
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Control is a broad subject, and I have gone into its general aspects (and perhaps opened myself to the charge of being pedantic) only to establish how fundamentally it is reaching into our
lives, and to show how important it is in this era of rapid change
to have controls that can be used to adjust our business and social
institutions properly and quickly to the influence of current events
or conditions.
However, in order to limit slightly my field of discussion, I have
elected to talk about controls in business, and more particularly
the managerial controls of a modern industrial enterprise.

Definition of Terms
Because I am dealing with a subject that has some controversial
aspects, a common understanding of the terms will save us some
confusion of thought. I am going to define some of the phrases
that will be used during the course of this discussion as they
apply to the subject matter presented.
One of the phrases you will hear me use frequently is "Marginal Income," an expression not to be found in any costing or
accounting material now extant. What is marginal income?
Merely this: It is the difference between total income, and the
sum of all variable costs of a business. It is the amount, therefore, available for the payment of all fixed expenses and profit.
And what do we mean by variable and fixed expenses? By
variable expenses we mean those expenditures that vary directly
and automatically with the activity producing them. Thus,
direct labor, direct material, commissions, supplies, and social security taxes on direct labor would all be classified as variable expenditures.
Fixed expenses, on the other hand, include only those expenses
that remain constant, regardless of activity, except when adjusted
by the exercise of administrative policy. That is to say, a fixed
expense will not vary except through arbitrary action of management. Thus, taxes, insurance, depreciation, officers' salaries and
a host of others are all true fixed expenses.
Between these two classes of expenditures is a no man's land
of financial outgo that has the composite aspect of being partly
fixed and partly variable. These we can call semi -fixed expenses;
and I shall have a great deal more to say about them later.
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One more special definition —for Break -even Volume. It is defined as the sales volume at which the marginal income has exactly
absorbed the fixed expenses, and the enterprise neither enjoys a
profit nor suffers a loss.
Explanation of Use
What have these expressions to do with managerial controls?
They sound quite conventional and are, in fact, closely allied to
the costing and accounting expressions you undoubtedly use daily.
But that is the point. It is their application that differentiates their
use in managerial technique from their use in everyday costing
and accounting practice.
For it is the managerial technique that makes these tools of
cost control produce the business interpretations required. Cost
and accounting techniques, as such, are too factual and do not peer
closely enough or far enough into the assembled facts to give
management the fully related picture on sales, production costs
and finance. It is this managerial technique that carries the effort
of the cost accountant into the management aspects of a business.
The tools used for managerial control are practically the same as
those used for cost control; they are, after all, merely the usual
facts gathered together in the conventional manner to establish the
correct mathematical answers.
And here is the challenge to present -day cost accounting: to
prove, by a competent demonstration of the applicability of its
carefully garnered figures to the intangible problems of modern
business, that it can sit at the side of management.
The four elements I defined earlier can be said to be the foundation of all control techniques, particularly costing, pricing,
budgetary control and financial control. Because we all understand better through illustrations or examples, I am going to review the operations of a mythical enterprise, The Ideal Manufacturing Co., to illustrate what I mean by the managerial aspects of
control.
APPLICATION OF METHOD
Chart A is the condensed operating statement of the Ideal
Manufacturing Co. for the period since it started to climb out of
Depression I. On the left of 1934 we see that year's statement
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Chart A

OPERATING STATEMENT
THE IDEAL MFG. Co.
000 omitted
1936

1937

1938

2500
40

3000
45

3500
50

4500
70

5000
75

100.0
1.5

2460

3955

3450

4430

4925

98.5

11.0

1300
245
275

1550
295
300

1750
350
325

2300
450
375

2500
500
400

50.0
10.0
8.0

72.8

1820

2145

2425

3125

3400

68.0

25.6
7.8
16.0

640
195
400

810
195
450

1025
205
500

1305
200
600

1525
200
650

30.5
4.0
13.0

23.8

595

645

705

800

850

17.0

1.8
3.2

1.0

45
80
25

165
90
30

320
100
35

505
120
45

675
130
50

13.5
2.6
1.0

2.2

55

60

65

75

80

1.6

255

430

595

11.9

&

Gross Sales..... 100.0
1.6
R A .......
Net Sales . . . . . . 98.4
Cost of Sales
Material . . . . .
Labor . . . . . . . .
Burden .......

52.0
9.8

Gross Profit ....
Adm. Expense ..
Selling Expense.
Oper. Profit ....
Other Charges..
Other Income ..
Net . . . . . . . .
-

0.4
-10
105
Net Profit .... ..
(before Fed. Taxes)
Constant inventory assumed for all years.

%

1935

%

1934

expressed in percentages of the sales dollar. On the right of 1938,
that year's results are also shown in percentages of the sales
dollar. These two percentage columns will bear very close scrutiny, as some of the expense items that show large increases in
amounts during the past five years also show some remarkable
decreases in per cents. It is easily understood that this is the result of the dilution of fixed expenses because of larger volume,
but just what is their exact relationship? What bearing have they
on the broad managerial aspects of controls, and how can we determine the qualitative values of this relationship?
Ratio Charts for Material and Labor
A simple technique for making this determination is to construct ratio charts in which one mathematical value is expressed
in terms of another, thus defining the relationship of the two func474
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tions over their entire range of values. For example, the major
divisions of expenditure can be plotted on a vertical scale against
sales volumes shown on a horizontal scale. Lines drawn through
the points for each expense classification will intersect the vertical
scale erected from the sales volume zero point. If the expenditure
plotted is a true variable, the line drawn will pass through the zero
point of the intersection of the two scales; if a true fixed expense,
the line will run parallel to the horizontal scale at some point
above zero; and if a semi -fixed expense, the line will intersect the
vertical scale at an angle at some point above zero. The intersection of any line with the vertical scale at a point above zero indicates the fixed expense in that division for only the range of activity considered.
First let us analyze the direct expenses of labor and material to
determine the significance, if any, of the decrease in material costs
from 52 per cent to 50 per cent and the increase in labor from 9.8
per cent to to per cent. Chart B does this job simply and quickly.
Against the known quantities of sales for each year are plotted
the material costs and labor costs in the cost of sales. A straight
line drawn through each set of points intersects the zero point of
each scale, proving that these two elements are true variable costs
and that the variations shown in the sales dollar break -down have
no special significance. Their slope from the base line of sales
volume shows the cost ratio which, as indicated, is 5o per cent for
material and io per cent for labor, with the sales dollar as the
base.
Charting Indirect Expenses
Next let us look at the expense items in the sales dollar and find
out what their ratio behavior looks like. Chart C shows the other
five cost elements plotted in the same manner as used for material
and labor. None of these five (with the exception of "other income") intersects the vertical scale at zero sales volume. Administrative expense, moreover, shows no progressive change in value
for any sales amount. Therefore it is a true fixed expense with
the value indicated at the intersection point. However, selling expense, burden and other charges do increase with greater sales
volume, and obviously have a variable cost content in addition
to the fixed amounts shown.
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Chart D

MARGINAL INCOME SUMMARY

THE

IDEAL MFG. CO.

Fixed
—

Gross Sales

Variable
1000/0

10.0
2.0

530,000
—

78.5
1.0

NET TOTAL ........ ............................... $530,000

77.5

Marginal Income . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
Break -even Volume . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $ 2 , 3 5 6 , 0 0 0

22.5

O t h e r In c o m e . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .

1.5
50.0
10.0
5.0
—

—

—

Returns and Allowances .......................
Material ...... ...............................
Labor . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
B u r d e n . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . $150,000
Administration Expenses . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
200,000
Sel lin g Exp ens es .. .. ... ... .. ... .. ... ... .. ... ..
150,000
Ot h e r C h a r g e s . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .
30,000

Next, let us add up the fixed, semi -fixed and variable costs disclosed by these ratio charts, and show them in the summary,
Chart D. The fixed expenses add up to $530 ,000 per year, and the
variable expenses to 77% per cent of the sales dollar leaving a
difference or marginal income between the gross sales and variable
cos t of 2 2 % per cent. Since every sales dollar contributes 2 2 /
cents towards the payment of the fixed expense that exists concurrently, the break -even volume is found by dividing the fixed
expense cost b y the marginal income , and a mounts to $2,3 56,000.

Profit-Volume Relationships
All the factors are now at hand to discover the profit - volume
relationships of the Ideal Manufacturing Co. They are shown
graphically in Chart E. This chart is constructed as follows:
From a line representing the total cost for any sales volume, a
profit and loss scale is drawn through the zero point of sales volume. At zero volume the loss is naturally the fixed expense, so
through this point and a point measured off for the break -even
volume on the horizontal line, another line is drawn, which is the
"marginal income ratio." This graph indicates clearly how the
given marginal income determines the profit at various sales
volumes. For example, the maximum amount of net profit that
478
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can be earned will be dependent upon the relation of the break even volume to the plant capacity volume. The net profit can
never equal the marginal income, although if the break -even volume is less than 50 per cent of the capacity volume, it may come
close to it.
On the other hand, if the break -even volume lies close to the
capacity volume, even though the marginal income is large, the
net profit attainable will be very small. Referring again to Chart
E, if the break -even point shown for The Ideal Manufacturing
Co. represented 8o per cent of its capacity, then $3,000,000 would
be the greatest volume that could be produced and the best net
profit obtainable would be only 5 per cent of sales. If the break even volume represented only 50 per cent of capacity, then a net
profit of aproximately 12 per cent could be expected on the maximum volume of $5,000,000, provided of course that the cost of
securing and producing such a volume did not alter the fixed and
variable expense relationships and inject the law of diminishing
returns.
Another interesting point is that for each additional $i,000,000
of sales above the break -even point the rate of increase in the net
profit becomes less. The mathematics of this relationship is evident from the chart.
Influence of Marginal Income on Profit - Volume Relationship
The requirements in sales volume when the marginal income
changes, is clearly illustrated in Chart F, which shows the relationship between marginal income and sales volume for a given
amount of fixed expense. At a marginal income of io per cent
(poin t B) the curve is very nearly a horizontal line, indicating
that an increase of only i per cent in expense (or a decrease of
only i per cent in selling price), resulting in a decrease in the
marginal income of i per cent, would require a sales volume increase of $55,000, or ii per cent, to break even. On the other
hand, at a 5o per cent marginal income (point A) a decrease of
i per cent in the marginal income requires only $2,000 more, or
2 per cent increase in sales volume, to break even.
This chart shows clearly how greatly the marginal income influences the profit - volume relationship for a ny set of cost conditions.
480
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Managerial Aspects
What are the managerial aspects of these controls? There are
five very important aspects concerned with costs and pricing:
i. A change in the amount of fixed expense of a business
changes the break -even point, but not the marginal income ratio or the progressive rate of net profit.
z. A change in the variable cost ratio changes the break even point, the marginal income ratio and the progressive
rate of net profit.
3. A change in both fixed and variable costs changes to a
still greater degree, the break -even point, the marginal
income ratio and the progressive rate of net profit.
4. A change in the selling price only has the same effect as
a change in the variable cost.
5. The marginal income ratio is affected only by changes in
selling price or variable cost.
These five principles are clearly illustrated in Chart G. Using
the statement of the Ideal Manufacturing Co. as our example
again (represented by the line XY on the chart), let us assume
that $3,000,000 represents the capacity of the plant, and that management wishes to increase its net profit to ro per cent at this
volume (represented by point Z) without engaging in any serious
betterment program.
To lift line XY to point Z requires either:
CASE I —A reduction of fixed expense, resulting in a very low
break -even point with no change in marginal income, shown by
the red line A, or
CASE II—A decrease in variable expense (or an increase in
selling price) and a corresponding increase in marginal income,
with the same fixed expense, giving a lower break -even point,
shown by blue line B, or
CASE III —An increase in fixed expense and a decrease in
variable expense, giving the same break -even point and a larger
marginal income, shown by green line C. This case could also be
accomplished by raising the selling price, with the other conditions remaining the same. In bot h Case II a nd III i t must, of
course, be assumed that the increase in selling price will not make
it impossible to secure the $3,000,000 volume.
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Various other combinations are also possible, all of which will
show management the effect of any policy changes on costs, selling
prices, operation, expense controls, etc.
Unless your chief executive is chart - minded, you must not present your findings in the manner illustrated. It is merely the cost
accountant's tool for accurately and logically deriving the statistical profit - volume picture that he can present to management,
provided he is given any two of the three marginal income factors.
In addition, three important financial conclusions can be drawn
from the relationships previously described:
i. When the marginal income ratio is low, say between
per cent and 15 per cent, large changes in volume are required to produce any considerable profit or loss. If
large increases in volume are attained, particularly at a
rate greater than the marginal income rate, a business
quickly and automatically gets into serious financial difficulties if it is operating with limited working capital.
2. On the other hand, if the marginal income is high, say
about 35 per cent, small increases in volume produce
large profits, an easy cash position and a big surplus.
However, if the volume is not under control, equally
large losses can be experienced when the volume drops
below the break -even point, and the business can "lose its
shirt" in jig time.
3. The most satisfactory range for the marginal income
ratio in businesses of average size lies between 15 per cent
and 35 per cent, preferably at 25 per cent.
Relation to Budgetary Control
One other aspect of managerial control which I have not yet
mentioned is that of budgetary control. I believe it is rather evident, from the charts and discussion thus far given, that the marginal income technique lays the complete foundation for systems
of flexible budgetary control. I will go further and say that without such a technique, or one similar to it, a practical flexible
budgetary control cannot be effectively organized nor operated.
Flexible budgets require that expenditures be matched to the
volume or activity creating them, and not to a forecast that may
be exceeded or may not be attained. The practical problem, there 484
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fore, in setting up a flexible budget, is the determination of the
budget standards. The technique that I described earlier for determining the characteristics of an expense has a very pertinent
application to this problem. The Ideal Manufacturing Co. will be
our guinea pig once more, and in Chart H, I have plotted the
various burden amounts accrued for each of the twelve months
against the direct payrolls for each month, and connected these
twelve points by a continuous, consecutive line. Observe that in
January (month i) the burden cost was $8,500 on a direct payroll of $20,000. It rose uniformly with production until July
(month 7) when volume fell off, and the plant manager started to
reduce his direct labor. But observe that as he reduced his direct
payroll the last six months of the year to amounts similar to the
first six months, the burden cost did not decrease nearly as fast
as it had increased during the same range of activity.
If the flexible budget standard were determined by the conventional method, it would be represented by the "Actual Ratio"
line, and consist of a monthly fixed expense of $8,50o plus a
variable overhead on direct labor of io per cent. The experienced
budget manager, however, would set his standard on a "what
goes up, must also come down" basis, and choose a standard represented by the "Budget Standard" line, or $6,00o per month
fixed plus a variable overhead rate of 15 per cent on direct labor.
This standard would require a lower total overhead cost on low
volumes; yet it would provide adequate appropriations when
maximum volume was reached, and help to maintain the desired
marginal income, a most important end result.
CASE EXAMPLES
To remove this article from the realm of theory and academic
discussion, I have several practical illustrations of how these
managerial controls were used to remedy some unprofitable operations. In order to make the figures easier to follow, I have
rounded them out; otherwise they are completely factual.
Case I— Woodworking Company
Case I was that of a woodworking company manufacturing
light case goods, radio cabinets in fact. This company started in
business about two years ago with the intention of buying all of
its parts from a dimension mill, and merely assembling and finish 485
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ing the cases. Budgets were set up (and followed carefully) that
produced a monthly fixed expense of $7,500, a marginal income
Of 15 per cent and a break -even point of $50,00o per month. The
end of the first year found the company with a small loss, although the plant had run at normal capacity all year, and a normal capacity of $50,000 per month. The situation was carefully
reviewed and it was decided that the marginal income was too
low. Selling prices could not be increased nor could volume, due
to a highly competitive market, so it became necessary to reduce
the variable cost. Only one avenue of cost reduction was open,
that of direct material. A careful study revealed that if more of
the parts were dimensioned in the plant instead of being purchased, the vendors' overhead and profit would be eliminated and
the material cost greatly reduced. This, however, required additional equipment and activity, with the consequent addition of
fixed charges for depreciation, taxes, supervision, etc. The final
budget worked out as follows: fixed expenses increased to $io,000
per month, the marginal income increased to 25 per cent and the
break -even point dropped to $40,00o per month. The second year
produced the same volume, $50,00o per month, but at the close of
the year, December 31, 1937, the company ended up with a net
profit of $30,000 or 5 per cent.

Case H— DealerinPower Units
Case II was that of a large dealer handling a power unit for
automotive and industrial uses. In spite of a healthy and consistent increase in volume from $250,000 in 1935 to $500,000 in
1937, the profits had gradually decreased from a net of Io per
cent in 1935 to 3 per cent in 1937. An analysis of his operation
showed a marginal income of 2 0 per cent, a fixed expense of
$25,000, and a break -even volume of $125,000 in 1935• In 1937•
the marginal income had dropped to Io per cent, although the
fixed expense had only increased to $35,000, giving a break -even
volume of $350,000 for the year. It was very quickly discovered
that the decrease in marginal income was due to decreases in the
unit selling price resulting from excessive trade -in allowances
that were given to get the added volume. In other words, the law
of diminishing returns was in full operation for this dealer. A
competent study of the market was made and it was agreed that
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there were enough premium power applications to supply an adequate volume of business, although not as much as he had been
getting. Excessive trade allowances were discontinued, resulting
for the first six months of 1 9 3 8 in a volume shrinkage equivalent
to $40 0,0 00 volume per year. The decreased volume made it possible to reduce the fixed expense to a yearly rate of $30,000.
Elimination of excessive trade -in allowances increased the marginal income back to 15 per cent, resulting in a break -even volume of $20 0,0 00 per year and a potential net profit of $30,000,
or
7 /
per cent, which was very satisfactory to this dealer, the times
being such as they are. For the first six months of 1938, sales
were actually $19 5,0 oo and net profits were $13,500, or approximately 7 per cent, which was close enough in view of the better
business prospects for the second half of the year.
Case III —A1anu facturer of Store Display Equipment
Case III is rather unusual. This company manufactured a line
of store display equipment, the units selling at about $1, 000 each.
The business was most ably managed and has had an impressive
record of profit even through the greater part of Depression I.
However, during Depression II something happened to volume
and profits; they both shrunk to the point of danger. Analysis of
the company's business for many years prior to 1 9 3 7 showed a
marginal income of 3 5 per cent on an annual average volume of
$2,500,000,
a fixed expense of $35 0,0 00 per year and a break -even
volume of $1,000,000. The resulting net profit, except for one year
in the big depression, had averaged close to 2 0 per cent. Competitive idle capital had learned of this golden goose and its golden
eggs, and in the last three years had vigorously entered and exploited the market, so that in 19 3 7 this company's volume had
shrunk to $2,000,000, the competitive conditions had forced organization increases in fixed expenses, raising them to $500,000,
and rising material costs had reduced the marginal income to 3 3
per cent —all resulting at the year end in a break -even of $1,500, 0 0 0 and a measly net profit of 8 per cent. The answer was obvious: Selling prices were too high! Again a market study was
made and it was found that a large part of the lost business could
be recaptured by a 1 0 per cent decrease in selling prices. This
was effected, and volume immediately jumped back the first six
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months of this year to an annual rate of $2,750,000; marginal income was reduced to 2 6 per cent, and because of the lessened
sales resistance, fixed expenses were reduced to an annual rate of
$400,000. The year's results will therefore show a break -even
volume of $i,55o,000 and a net profit of approximately 1 2 per
cent, which is good enough.

Case III— Retail Store
Case IV is a retail operation selling a line of medical equipment and supplies. The firm was so close to insolvency that any
effort to save the company seemed foolish. However, the books
of the company were carefully analyzed and the following facts
discovered: a marginal income of 2 0 per cent, fixed expenses of
$3,40 0 per month and a break -even volume of $17 ,0 00 per month.
Current volume was averaging $15 ,0 00 per month, although the
business had always ranged in volume from $15, 000 to $20, 000
per month. The most careful examination of expenses, costs and
selling prices revealed nothing abnormal. Competition was not
found to be onerous and the organization was sufficiently staffed.
The only and obvious thing needed to be done was to secure more
sales. This was accomplished by organizing the sales effort, a
job that merely required the setting up of practical quotas (set
at $2o ,0 00 per month), an effective method of recording the salesmen's activity and a continuous policing of the selling activity by
management. Concurrently with the increased volume requirements, the cash position of the company was eased by reducing
the inventory and the outstanding receivables, both very conventional remedies. Within sixty days the company was selling its
quota, and by the end of the year the firm will have a positive
current ratio.
The whole point to this case is that none of the cost records or
accounting statements had pointed out to management the effect
of volume on the business, and the officials had blundered along
wondering why, with the apparent gross profit on an apparent
average volume, the business could not make any money. True
enough, management was extremely inept in managerial technique, but keep in mind that this was a retail operation and that
storekeepers do not always go through the same business training
as do executives of manufacturing enterprises.
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Summary
These four cases typify the use of the marginal income technique to improve the company's profit, and I would like to summarize them to point out their wide application:
Case I was a manufacturing company. In order to establish
a profitable operation the firm required a higher marginal
income, which was secured by reducing variable costs.
Case II was a dealer in durable goods who, in order to show
a profit, required a higher marginal income, which was secured by reducing volume and averaging up his selling price.
Case III was a manufacturer who lost his profits because of
too high a marginal income. By reducing the marginal income through decreased selling prices which increased his
sales volume, he was able to re- establish his net profit.
Case IV was a retailer who regained his profits merely by increasing his volume, a condition that he had not realized was
possible until the profit - volume relationship was pointed out
to him.
I realize I have touched rather briefly on a very broad and important problem in business and perhaps I should apologize for
the mathematical aspect I have given to my subject. All of us
realize, however, that there are mathematics in business and they
are just as essential to its successful operation as are the mathematics of engineering to the safe and efficient design of a structure or a piece of equipment. Just as the mathematical equations
in calculus have been developed into working formulae for machine design and building construction, so can the mathematics of
business be developed into formulae for managerial control.
This job I conceive to be the function of the cost accountant,
taking the larger view that cost accounting is more than gathering figures for labor, burden and material. It is not always easy
to convince management that the cost accountant should sit at
management's side, and it becomes necessary to call him Director
of the Budget, Factory Controller, or some other fancy title, but
the job is there to be done, no matter what the man who does
it is called. The job can be done if the cost accountant views his
function for its managerial aspects and does not confine himself
solely to the job of statistical derivations.
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